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Storage Systems (StoSys) 
XM_0092

Lecture 1: Welcome and Introduction
Animesh Trivedi 

https://stonet-research.github.io/  
Autumn 2023, Period 1

https://stonet-research.github.io/


Welcome and who are we 
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Animesh Trivedi 
https://animeshtrivedi.github.io/ 
Assistant Professor 
Interests: Distributed Systems 
(storage, network, big data, OS) 

Zebin Ren  
Phd student 
Interests: Storage systems, 
operating systems

Matthijs Jansen 
Phd student 
Interests: Edge computing, 
Machine learning, Data Centers 

Krijn Doekemeijer
Phd student 
Interests: Distributed storage, 
QoS, Networked systems

Nick Tehrany
Scientific programmer 
Interests: (ZNS) Storage systems

Sudarsan Sivakumar
MSc student  
Interests: Systems 

You?

https://animeshtrivedi.github.io/


Storage-Network (Sto-Net) Research: Come join us 

● (work-in-progress) https://stonet-research.github.io/ 
● Storage research: How to build next generation of fast storage systems? 

○ Persistent memories, flash storage, customized/programmable storage 
○ Single machine, high-performance clusters (DAS-6), cloud computing 
○ Computational storage and new APIs and abstractions 
○ Workload/application specific storage 

● Edge Computing : Storage management, resource management, and offloading  

● Curious to know what is CPU-free computing ?! 
○ https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3593856.3595906 

See more : https://animeshtrivedi.github.io/

We meet every Tuesday from 2-3pm in 11A-37 (open invitation, see StoNet calendar) 

Opportunities for TAs, MSc theses, and research project courses (6 or 12 ECTS)  3

https://stonet-research.github.io/
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3593856.3595906
https://animeshtrivedi.github.io/


Safety and diversity
The campus environment should be professional, welcoming  and safe for everybody. If you see or 

experience something unsafe or harmful, or if you’re having a difficult time: 

▫ Reach out to your teacher, or a student diversity liaison.
Even if it’s not a serious issue. If we hear about it often enough, we can help.

▫ Visit the student well-being point or reach out to a student psychologist.
Main building: vu.nl/en/student/student-wellbeing/student-wellbeing-point. Psychologists: psychologists@vu.nl

▫ Department diversity office hours, every 2nd Monday of the month, 12:45 (free lunch).
Discuss problems you encounter and propose initiatives to improve things. Announced on Canvas community sites.

▫ Talk to your study advisor. 
They will provide support, communicate problems to the department and tell you what resources are available.

▫ Talk to a confidential councillor (vertrouwenspersoon): vertrouwenspersonen-studenten@vu.nl.
Guaranteed to be confidential. Usually for more serious problem, but when in doubt, reach out.

vu.nl/en/student/student-wellbeing 

bookmark this slide: tinyurl.com/fb2apb9r

vu.nl/en/about-vu/more-about/safe-social-setting-on-campus 3d.vu.nl

http://vu.nl/en/student/student-wellbeing/student-wellbeing-point
mailto:psychologists@vu.nl
mailto:vertrouwenspersonen-studenten@vu.nl
https://vu.nl/en/student/student-wellbeing
http://tinyurl.com/fb2apb9r
https://vu.nl/en/about-vu/more-about/safe-social-setting-on-campus
https://3d.vu.nl/


Administration 
This is a relatively new course - feel free to give your frank feedback! 

Project: course has a project, read the project Handbook for details 
● Group work: Start looking for your teammate now 
● Attendance mandatory for the project grading sessions

○ 9-11 am Tue, 26th September 2023 and Tue, 17th Oct 2023 (lecture slots) 

Lectures: on related topics, 
● Lectures are recorded, but the primary focus of teaching is in the class 

○ Recording is for refreshing
● Attendance not mandatory (exceptions - project evaluation), but strongly encouraged

Lab hours: every Thursday from 3:30 - 5:15 pm (See canvas page for location) 

  See the Canvas page for more details (https://canvas.vu.nl/courses/71163) 5

https://canvas.vu.nl/courses/71163


Grading and exam
50% exam and 50% project 

● 5 milestones in the project, total worth of 50 points (+bonuses separate) 
○ Max 20 points out of the bonuses 

● Exam will be in-person (multiple choice questions), worth 50 points 

Project assessment

● [individual] Milestone 1 is code commit upload and a canvas quiz 
● [Group] Milestone 2 and 4 - code commit uploads with tests that you should pass 
● [Group] Milestone 3 and 5 are interviews

Resit policy  : only available for the exam 

No Carry forward grades: Next year you will start from zero 6



Grade calculation
You need to pass both, the project and the exam to pass the course 

● You need at least 25 / 50 to pass the project
● You need at least 25 / 50 to pass the exam

The basic 50 marks out of 100 will be the grade of 6.0. After that it is a 
sliding scale 

Final grade = Low_ceiling {6.0 + ( (total_marks - 50) * 4 / 50)}
// you need to cross the +0.5 stepping to claim the previous grade. 

E.g., if you get 68/100 marks, then your grade : 7.5

If you get 90 / 100 marks then your grade = 9.5
7



Grade table (approx)
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Your marks Final grade 

 < 50 Fail 

[ 50 - 56 ) 6.0 

[ 56 - 62 ) 6.5

[ 62 - 68 ) 7.0

[ 68 - 75 ) 7.5

[ 75 - 81 ) 8.0

[ 81 - 85 ) 8.5

[ 85 - 90 ) 9.0

[ 90 - 95 ) 9.5

[ 95 - 100 ] 10.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_(mathematics) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_(mathematics)


Questions about course administration?

9



What do you think of: Storage Systems

10
What else I am missing ?



Storage Systems
One of the most essential components in the system 
● Can you imagine a computer that just does

“calculations” - how exciting that would be 

Probably it is not the most exciting part of the system as we 
were not releasing headline-grabbing, super-duper, Gigahertz,
a billion Multithreaded, hundreds of GB/s storage 
device on a daily basis 

But something changed in mid-2000s that fundamentally re-shaped storage 
research : Rise of Non-Volatile Storage in mainstream/commodity computing 

At the end of this course I hope you will be as excited about it as I am 11



Data essential to our society 
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Social 
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Warehouse
Financial 
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Science 



A minute on the Internet 

https://localiq.com/blog/what-happens-in-an-internet-minute/ 
https://www.bondhighplus.com/2022/01/08/what-happen-in-an-internet-minute/ 
https://cybersecurityventures.com/the-world-will-store-200-zettabytes-of-data-by-2025/ 

(by 2025)

200 x 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

thousand
million

billion
trillion

quadrillion
quintillion

sextillion
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Scientists estimate that Earth contains 7.5 sextillion sand grains. 
That is 75 followed by 17 zeros. [See here]

https://localiq.com/blog/what-happens-in-an-internet-minute/
https://www.bondhighplus.com/2022/01/08/what-happen-in-an-internet-minute/
https://cybersecurityventures.com/the-world-will-store-200-zettabytes-of-data-by-2025/
https://eu.oklahoman.com/story/lifestyle/2019/02/05/more-stars-than-grains-of-sand-on-earth-you-bet/60474645007/


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 

14
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only):  

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 

15
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 

16
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 

17
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 
● Terabyte: 2 container ships 

18
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 
● Terabyte: 2 container ships 
● Petabyte: Covers Maastricht

19



If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 
● Terabyte: 2 container ships 
● Petabyte: Covers Maastricht
● Exabyte: Covers NL + DE + FR  

20



If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 
● Terabyte: 2 container ships 
● Petabyte: Covers Maastricht
● Exabyte: Covers NL + DE + FR  
● Zettabyte: Fills up the Pacific Ocean 

21
What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


If that Zettabytes does not resonate 
Assume (illustration purposes only): 

● 1 grain of rice is 1 byte of data 
● Kilobyte: a cup of rice 
● Megabyte: 8 bags of rice 
● Gigabyte: 3 semi-truck 
● Terabyte: 2 container ships 
● Petabyte: Covers Maastricht
● Exabyte: Covers NL + DE + FR  
● Zettabyte: Fills up the Pacific Ocean 
● Yottabytes: An Earth size rice ball 
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We are here

What is big data?, David Wellman, https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517 

https://www.slideshare.net/dwellman/what-is-big-data-24401517


At the same time 
Our needs for timely data analysis in increasing 

● Micro-seconds and Milli-seconds analysis 
● Gigabytes, Terabytes, Petabytes, Exabytes per query 
● Scalability, distributed systems 
● Energy and efficiency needs 

At the end of the day : how fast can you read and write your data from 
storage devices (you won’t be able to process faster than this)  

This is what we will be studying in this course 

23

μsec-scale data center and clouds



Scope of this course
Storage systems is a really really large topic, covering ...

● Physics : DNA, electrons, glass, magnetism - how to encode 0s and 1s 
● Architecture and devices 
● Algorithms and theory (encoding, compression, error corrections) 
● Distributed systems 
● Fault-tolerance and failure management 
● Application API and abstractions 
● Quality of service 
● Modeling, cost, and energy 
● … 

In this course, we focus on the major innovations (a biased selection by me, naturally) that are 
happening in the area of data and storage management due to the advent of NVM storage

24



Questions?
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The triangle of storage hierarchy
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Tape 

Hard disk drive (HDD) 

DRAM Memory

CPU cache

CPU 
register

Cost: $ / GB 

capacity

~0.1ns

1-10ns

~10-100ns

~10-100ms

~100ms-10ses

Access latencies
- cache line granularity 
- volatile 
- load/store instructions

- Block granularity 
- non-volatile 
- I/O commands 



Invented by IBM in 1956, in the market in the 1960s

Uses ferromagnetic material to store bits 

There are sectors (512 bytes) arranged within a track, on 
platters 

A rotational head positions the sensor on the right sector 
to read data (7,000 - 15,000 RPM) 

On paper, a sector can be read/written many times 

Has been the primary technology to persistently store 
data for almost 50 years  

Recap: The hard disk drive (HDD) world

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-disks.pdf 
https://www.partitionwizard.com/help/what-is-chs.html 

27

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-disks.pdf
https://www.partitionwizard.com/help/what-is-chs.html


HDD disk I/O basics
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Transfer time = rotation + seek + read/write time  
Typically: 

● Sequential I/O fast, adjacent I/O fast
● Milliseconds for latency 
● ~100s MB/sec bandwidth (sequential)

 
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-disks.pdf 

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-disks.pdf


HDD design mantras 
1. I/O happens in a sector granularity (512 bytes)

2. Read and write are symmetric - they both have the same performance 

3. Random performance (both read/write) are worse than the sequential performance 

4. Small I/O performance is bad - cannot amortize the seek and rotational time 

5. [Not so well known] Outer vs inner track performance 
a. Outer tracks rotate with a faster linear speed than Inner tracks

b. Hence, faster bandwidth (30+%) and lower latencies 

c. See section 4.3 http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~gmporter/papers/tritonsort-nsdi11.pdf 

6. (Theoretically) A sector can be read/written infinitely many times 
a. Disregarding heating, damages, demagnetization, etc.  

b. For more details, An Analysis of Data Corruption in the Storage Stack (USENIX FAST 2008) and Failure Trends in a Large 

Disk Drive Population (USENIX FAST 2007) 

29

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~gmporter/papers/tritonsort-nsdi11.pdf


Linux Tools: HDD information

30
https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/admin-guide/devices.txt
https://linux.die.net/man/8/hdparm 

Cylinders / heads / sectors, the size (in sectors) 

https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/admin-guide/devices.txt
https://linux.die.net/man/8/hdparm


HDD: Performance improvements over the years

31

Improvements in systems performance 
● CPU - yes
● Memory - yes 
● Network - yes 
● Disk - yes 

https://web.stanford.edu/~ouster/cgi-bin/papers/ramcloud.pdf 
http://www.scs.stanford.edu/~rumble/papers/latency_hotos11.pdf 

https://web.stanford.edu/~ouster/cgi-bin/papers/ramcloud.pdf
http://www.scs.stanford.edu/~rumble/papers/latency_hotos11.pdf


HDD: Performance improvements over the years
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Improvements in systems performance 
● CPU - yes
● Memory - yes 
● Network - yes 
● Disk - yes (is it?) 

https://web.stanford.edu/~ouster/cgi-bin/papers/ramcloud.pdf 
http://www.scs.stanford.edu/~rumble/papers/latency_hotos11.pdf 
Jim Gray’s Five Minute Rule: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five-minute_rule 

Bw bound

Latency bound 

Cost/access bound

https://web.stanford.edu/~ouster/cgi-bin/papers/ramcloud.pdf
http://www.scs.stanford.edu/~rumble/papers/latency_hotos11.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five-minute_rule


HDD : Achilles heels of systems building 
Latency limits : can not rotate faster then 10s thousands / sec 
● Cannot drop latency below a few milliseconds 
● Various caching, prefetching techniques in DRAM 

Random performance very poor (a few IO (~100s) operations/sec, 10 MB/sec) 
● Buffering operation and write them in a single large request to amortize rotational 

and seek latencies 

Fundamentally: all these limitations are physical limits (cannot be improved)

● There is an arm sensor movement 
● There is a rotation of spindle 

Imagine a storage without any movements

33



Enter: USB drive (what is inside a USB drive)

34https://www.coolblue.nl/product/856964/sandisk-ixpand-go-flash-drive-3-0-128gb.html 

https://www.coolblue.nl/product/856964/sandisk-ixpand-go-flash-drive-3-0-128gb.html


Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) Technology 
An umbrella term for many related technologies 
(Solid-State Storage, Storage-Class Memory - we are rubbish with names 😖) 

The idea is to use physical properties of a media to store bits and data 

● [HDD] Magnetic state

● Electrical charge  ← 
● Crystalline / amorphous state
● Resistance 
● Optical 

○ Project Silica, https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-silica/ 

 No moving parts ! 
35

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-silica/


Caution / Confusion 
What is a memory and what is a storage 

Definition is a bit more fluid these days 

● There are technologies which might have “memory” as a keyword in their 
name 

○ You can use them to make a RAM as well (but will be slow, not efficient) 

● Then there is how they are packed and used with operating systems 
○ Memory - something that can be directly addressed from the CPU (load/store) 
○ Storage - integrated with a block-level data transfer protocol to DRAM 

Focus on understanding the key concepts, without getting dragged with names
36

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/436286282651546372/ 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/436286282651546372/


Flash Memory
Invented by Toshiba 

● Dr. Fujio Masuoka (1984)
● Since the mid-1980s commercially available 

Has been around for almost 40 years 

First became popular with embedded devices 

In the mainstream computing (storage) from the mid-2000s 

One of the most popular technologies to store data today

A very fundamental shift how to store and manage data

https://www.eweek.com/storage/why-flash-storage-will-remain-dominant-for-several-years 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flash_cell_structure.svg 37

https://www.eweek.com/storage/why-flash-storage-will-remain-dominant-for-several-years
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flash_cell_structure.svg


Flash Storage - Storing data, bits by bits 
The isolated Floating Gate controls 
current flowing through the flash cell 
transistor

Electrons are trapped in the FG - giving it a 
threshold voltage (Vth)

Apply a known reference voltage (Vread) at the gate 
to find out if there are electrons trapped in the FG 

● Pass through = 1 
● Blocked = 0 

Hence, a single cell can store a zero or one

38For more about the physics of flash cells: https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture/fall2018/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=onur-comparch-fall2018-lecture14b-flashmemory-afterlecture.pdf 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbKOmOPjLtc 

https://safari.ethz.ch/architecture/fall2018/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=onur-comparch-fall2018-lecture14b-flashmemory-afterlecture.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbKOmOPjLtc


Flash Storage - Storing data, bits by bits 
Flash storage cell can be Single-Level (SLC), Multi-level (MLC) or Triple-Level (TLC)

● SLC   = 0, presence = 1 (2 values) 
● MLC  = {00, 01, 10, 11} (4 values) 
● TLC   = {000, 001...111} (8 values) 
● QLC, PLC…  (density improvements) 

SLC cells have the highest performance 

Multi-bit cells have the highest density, lower $/byte cost (mass storage) 

A FG must be re-programmed / erase (P/E) continuously, leading to an erosion of the the 
isolated oxide layer - finite P/E life cycle 

Multiple reads over the time can also erode the charge : read disturbance 39



NAND, NOR, and AND Flash cells
There are multiple ways in which you can pack your cell calling the right trade-off 
between density, addressability, read and write performance, no. of connections, etc.  

40https://www.edn.com/flash-memory-101-an-introduction-to-nand-flash/ 
NAND Flash 101: https://www.simms.co.uk/Uploads/Resources/50/f4366381-b992-425a-bec4-cca409b51a6c.pdf 

NOR

NAND

https://www.edn.com/flash-memory-101-an-introduction-to-nand-flash/
https://www.simms.co.uk/Uploads/Resources/50/f4366381-b992-425a-bec4-cca409b51a6c.pdf


NAND and NOR 
Historically there was a debate 
which type will win: who won?

NOR Flash cells are often used in 
BIOS ROMs, firmwares for code 
execution
● High erase cost, but byte-addressable 

NAND flash cells are packed in a high 
density manner, used for mass storage 

● High density, but block addressable

41http://maltiel-consulting.com/NAND_vs_NOR_Flash_Memory_Technology_Overview_Read_Write_Erase_speed_for_SLC_MLC_semiconductor_
consulting_expert.pdf 

http://maltiel-consulting.com/NAND_vs_NOR_Flash_Memory_Technology_Overview_Read_Write_Erase_speed_for_SLC_MLC_semiconductor_consulting_expert.pdf
http://maltiel-consulting.com/NAND_vs_NOR_Flash_Memory_Technology_Overview_Read_Write_Erase_speed_for_SLC_MLC_semiconductor_consulting_expert.pdf


For further low-level details… 
● Springer, Inside Solid State Drives (SSDs), Editors: Rino 

Micheloni, Alessia Marelli, Kam Eshghi, 2018, 
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-13-0
599-3 

● Springer, Inside NAND Flash Memories, Authors: Rino 
Micheloni , Luca Crippa , Alessia Marelli, 2010, 
https://link-springer-com.vu-nl.idm.oclc.org/book/10.1
007/978-90-481-9431-5 

These should be accessible within the VU network 
42

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-13-0599-3
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-981-13-0599-3
https://link-springer-com.vu-nl.idm.oclc.org/book/10.1007/978-90-481-9431-5
https://link-springer-com.vu-nl.idm.oclc.org/book/10.1007/978-90-481-9431-5


Questions?

43



So how things are arranged inside a flash drive?

44
https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/flash-memory 

So, why is this question important? 

https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/flash-memory


Making flash pages and blocks from flash cells

45

A bunch of flash cells are packed in a page : typically 4kB 
● Typically, a unit of I/O - the page (similar to a sector size in HDD)

○ Note: different vendors/systems might use different names like 
sector or even block (in the project Handbook: page)

A bunch of flash pages packed together as a block: typically 
64-128-256 pages (hence, a few Megabytes) 

● Typically, a unit of erase (bulk erasure) 
● Recall: you need to erase before you can write on a flash cell 

○ Note: different vendors/systems might use different names like 
chunk (in the project Handbook: Zone)



Flash page: Basic operations 

1. Read (a page): logically the same as reading a sector, read(page_number)
a. Internally just applying voltage and reading values 
b. No moving parts, hence, very fast 10s of microseconds 
c. Does it matter you are reading 1st or 1024th page? NO: hence, uniform fast, random reads 

performance 

2. Erase (a block): reset a block (a few Megabytes) 
a. Copy the content (if any) that you want to save to another location 
b. Erasure the whole block (Program-Erase cycle) 
c. Typically slow, a few to 10-100s of milliseconds 

3. Write (a page): Once a block has been erased, write(page_number)
a. Can only write in an incremental page order inside a block 
b. Less expensive than a erase, but more expensive than a read - typically, 50-100 microseconds
c. Once written, can not overwrite before an erase 
d. Can have different read/write granularity based on the packaging 

46



Simplified flash page state machine (impl. dependent) 

47

INVALID

ERASED WRITTEN

Erased, open

Any read/write (returns error)

To read,
??? 

written

Reset (logical) Read, OK

Write, ERROR

erased



Write - Erase Operation in Detail

48

abcdefghijk 1010101010 1234567890 xxxxxxxxxxx

valid                        valid                       valid                    erased  

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx

erased                   erased                     erased                 erased    

124567890 xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx

Want to re-write
the 1st page

valid                   erased                     erased                 erased    

   page0          page1         page2         page3

Erase the 
whole block

Write page0 

Note: the content of page1 and page2 are lost, hence, if you want to save them then you have 
to copy out the whole block  - we will come back to this problem later again



Typical Values of Operations 
The latest and the greatest devices will do better 

49

These are typical values for a flash physical chips. Newer chips have better performance. So, a value 
that you might see in your operating system (flash storage device level) depends upon :

● The technical generation of the device 
● What cell technology it is using 
● How old is it (?) 
● How much data you have written to it (? yes you read it right)
● and a few more parameters...

Read (usec) Write (usec) Erase (usec) P/E cycles 

SLC 25 200-300 1,500-2,000 ~100,000

MLC 50 ~600-900 ~3,000 ~10,000

TLC 75 ~900-1,350 ~4,500 ~5,000

https://www.enterprisestorageforum.com/storage-hardware/slc-vs-mlc-vs-tlc-nand-flash.html 
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-ssd.pdf 

https://www.enterprisestorageforum.com/storage-hardware/slc-vs-mlc-vs-tlc-nand-flash.html
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/file-ssd.pdf


So far: Flash vs HDD (at the cell level)
1. No moving parts inside a flash storage 

2. Flash read latencies are much lower than HDDs (10s of msecs vs 10s of μsecs)

3. Asymmetric read and write performances, 10 (r) vs 100 (w) μseconds 
a. HDD have a symmetric performance for operations 

4. No overwriting or in-place updates on the same page again (HDDs can do that) 

5. [new operation] Erase operation, must erase a whole block before writing 

6. [new activity] If there are valid data pages, must copy data before erase

7. Finite number of times one can erase and program flash cells 
a. Nonetheless, like with any electron based storage, they leak and data will be eventually lost 

8. Read performance is uniform - no difference with random or sequential at the cell level (what 

you get at the device level, we will see)
a. Write - what do you think?

9. Anything else that you could think of ? 
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How do we make a device out of Flash cells?
We have seen how an individual cells/pages behave 

How do we pack them as single “device” so that: 

● They have sectors 
● They have addressable sectors 
● We can issue a read or write command 
● We can attach to our computers / servers 
● We can install a file system on it 
● Who will do erase 
● How do we rewrite the same “location” again

51https://imgflip.com/memetemplate/2205721/meme-thinking 
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Milestone work - a must read 
Most details from this lecture come from this paper. Though values might 
have changed the concepts, concerns, and trade-offs remain true still today. 
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https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/usenix08/tech/full_papers/agrawal/agrawal.pdf 

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/usenix08/tech/full_papers/agrawal/agrawal.pdf


What is inside the device
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Flash Controller

Memory (SRAM)

FP FP FP FP

FP FP FP FPSystems interface 
(e.g., USB)

● Flash chips are arranged with a connector (could be any topology, but here a line) 
● Flash controller: a microcontroller, programs the flash chips 
● Memory : fast, buffer memory to hold data in transit 
● System interface: can support, SATA, SAS, USB, PCIe (we will see) 

Flash Package



Flash Package (FP) Layout 
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Pages in blocks 

Blocks in planes 

Planes in dies

Dies in packages

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/usenix08/tech/full_papers/agrawal/agrawal.pdf 

https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/usenix08/tech/full_papers/agrawal/agrawal.pdf


Flash Package (FP) layout 
Different packages might serve I/O in parallel 

Different packages might server control in parallel 

Different planes may work in parallel with a single 
command addressability

● Can move from plane 0 to 1, but not 2 (without 
buffering in between) 

● Depends upon in the internal circuitry
○ Cost function  

Multiple dies can be packaged together to push 
bandwidth 
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The Read/Write interface?
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Write (p1, d0, b52, p211)? Read (p1, d42, b13, p521)?

/dev/ssd0



The Read/Write interface?
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Write (p1, d0, b52, p211)? Read (p1, d42, b13, p521)?

/dev/ssd0



The Read/Write interface?
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Write (p1, d0, b52, p211)? Read (p1, d42, b13, p521)?

/dev/ssd0
0

dev_capacity
Logical Block 
Address (LBA) 
(almost the same 
as the sector, but 
different size - 
page size typically)

Internally we can 
map from LBA to 
physical locations

Physical Block 
Address (PBA)

Internal device 
enumeration, their 
own business



Flash Translation Layer (FTL) 
A piece of logic that runs on the controller and is responsible for : Address Translation 
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File Systems (ext4, FAT, NTFS)

SATA or SAS Interface (or USB  - also uses the same cmd. set)

FTL Address 
Translation

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

read/write LBAs

hardware

kernel

read/write PBAs



What Happens when you overwrite a LBA
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File Systems (ext4, FAT, NTFS)

SATA or SAS Interface (or USB  - also uses the same cmd. set)

FTL Address 
Translation

read/write LBAs

hardware

kernel
LBA(42)

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

LBA PBA Valid

42 0x3234 1

...
0x3234



What Happens when you overwrite a LBA
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File Systems (ext4, FAT, NTFS)

SATA or SAS Interface (or USB  - also uses the same cmd. set)

FTL Address 
Translation

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

hardware

kernel
LBA(42) LBA(42)

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

LBA PBA Valid

42 0x5143 1

...
0x3234 0x5143



The basic FTL address translation

Can give a way to rewrite the same address again and again 

● Is that all? 
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FTL Address 
Translation

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

LBA PBA Valid

42 0x5143 1

...
0x3234 0x5143



The basic FTL address translation

Can give a way to rewrite the same address again and again 

● What happened with the 0x3234 page? 
● What if there are no free ready blocks available? 
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FTL Address 
Translation

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

LBA PBA Valid

42 0x5143 1

...
0x3234 0x5143



Garbage collection (GC)
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The old blocks need to keep track of and garbage collected for erasing 

We will see more details in lecture 3

FTL Address 
Translation

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane
die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

plane

plane

die

LBA PBA Valid

42 0x5143 1

...
0x3234 0x5143

Garbage 
Collection



Flash Translation Layer does a lot more … 
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FTL is the secret sauce FTL

Address 
Translation Garbage Collection

Wear leveling, 
Over-provisioning  Free blocks mng.

Performance,
Parallelism

Reads writes from the software (OS, application, fs)

https://www.sourcetoday.com/news/article/21865991/nand-flash-memory-market-decelerates 
https://veritusgroup.com/there-is-no-secret-sauce-build-a-relationship-see-growth/ 

Dead blocks and 
Error Corrections

https://www.sourcetoday.com/news/article/21865991/nand-flash-memory-market-decelerates
https://veritusgroup.com/there-is-no-secret-sauce-build-a-relationship-see-growth/


Questions?
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Optane: A new class of NVM technology
● Jointly developed by Intel and Micron 
● Uses a new type of material 

○ Not publicly disclosed - but thought to be a resistive bulk material
○ Hard to guess internals, but we are trying ;) 

● Much faster than flash, and can be packaged as 
byte-addressable memory 

○ Latencies in 100s of nanoseconds 
○ Bandwidths in 10s of GBytes/sec 
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HDD                                          Flash                           Optane        DRAM

10s ms                                      100s us                        100s ns           10s ns 

Cold 
storage



Optane: Memory and storage form factors 
Today available in storage as well as memory form factor

● Optane DIMMs (memory/cache) : 128GB, 256GB and 512GB DIMMs 
○ Do direct load/store from the CPU 
○ Treat it like a persistent memory 

● Optane SSDs (as storage /dev/optane) 
○ Make a file system, and do file I/O, mmap, read, and write 

68https://venturebeat.com/2019/11/21/optane-101-memory-or-storage-yes/ 

https://venturebeat.com/2019/11/21/optane-101-memory-or-storage-yes/


Though financial realities can be harsh … 
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https://www.theregister.com/2022/07/29/intel_optane_memory_dead/ 

https://www.computeexpresslink.org/resource-library 
https://www.theregister.com/2022/05/16/cxl_datacenter_memory/ 

https://www.theregister.com/2022/07/29/intel_optane_memory_dead/
https://www.computeexpresslink.org/resource-library
https://www.theregister.com/2022/05/16/cxl_datacenter_memory/


The (new) triangle of storage hierarchy
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Tape 

Hard disk drive (HDD) 

DRAM Memory

CPU cache

CPU 
register

Cost: $ / GB 

capacity

~0.1ns

1-10ns

~10-100ns

~10-100ms

~100ms-10s

Access latencies

NAND Flash/Optane SSDs

Persistent Memory < 1 usec

~10-100 usec

- cache line granularity 
- volatile storage  
- load/store instructions

- cache line granularity 
- non-volatile storage 
- load/store instructions

- Block granularity 
- non-volatile 
- I/O commands 



Funny enough …in the Architecture Bible 
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Computer Architecture: A Quantitative Approach
John Hennessy and David Patterson

5th edition



The layered approach in the lectures

New devices (Flash) 

New host interfaces (NVMe protocol) 

Software implication in the block layer 

File systems

Applications (key-value store) 
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Distributed Systems

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6
Byte-addressable, 
persistent memories

L7
Networked NVM

L8

Specialization

L9-L10



Syllabus outline 
1. Welcome and introduction to NVM (today) 
2. Host interfacing and software implications 
3. Flash Translation Layer (FTL) and Garbage Collection (GC) 
4. NVM Block Storage File systems 
5. NVM Block Storage Key-Value Stores 
6. Emerging Byte-addressable Storage
7. Networked NVM Storage 
8. Trends: Specialization and Programmability 
9. Distributed Storage / Systems - I 

10. Distributed Storage / Systems - II 
11. Emerging Topics 
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Project overview
You will be doing coding to understand internals and challenges associated with 

modern storage stacks (for now just “functional” not “performance”) 
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Project milestones 
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/dev/nvme0n1

Kernel

Userspace

libstosys.so

log data
M2: FTL to open, 
read, write, close

M3: gc

M4: FS and 
RocksDB integration

RocksDB

FS API

M5: persistency 



On Canvas - read the project handbook 
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If you find 
mistakes do 
let us know



Warning 

This is an experimental course 

● You are a part of the experiment 
● We will build upon your feedback 

This is a coding-heavy course 

● If you have not done C/C++ programming this may be a tough course 
○ Use of structs, pointers, file I/O, thread synchronization, locks 

● Start coding early, there will be plenty of surprises (but fun as well) 

There's a relatively little flexibility with the deadlines (as they all dependent on each other) 

77https://www.redbubble.com/i/art-board-print/Coding-in-Progress-by-D3mon98/36978034.7Q6GI 
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Plagiarism in StoSys 
● Copy (part of) a solution from another team
● Copy (part of) a solution from the Internet
● Buy a solution from any other source/outsource assignment 
● Copy + make minor changes to any of the above

Why is plagiarism really bad?

● Bad for you: hurts your learning process
● Bad for others: takes away from the work of others and disrespectful !
● Bad for us: a lot of extra unthankful work
● Bad for everybody: hurts reputation of the course and VU
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https://vu.nl/en/student/examinations/academic-integrity 
https://vu.nl/en/student/examinations/generative-ai-your-use-our-expectations 

https://vu.nl/en/student/examinations/academic-integrity
https://vu.nl/en/student/examinations/generative-ai-your-use-our-expectations


Plagiarism in StoSys 
How is plagiarism detected in StoSys?

● We have automatic plagiarism detection tools (code pattern matching) 
● Internet
● Manual checks

“I did not know” or “I was not told not to do this” - are not excuses that will be accepted

What happens if you commit plagiarism?

● You will be reported to the exam committee
● It is up to them to decide on disciplinary actions
● Good news: you get exactly 1 warning first
● Bad news: that warning is today! 79



What is acceptable, what is not 
We believe in open-collaboration, and learning - the whole field of Computer 
Science is built on it … 

● Acceptable 
○ Discussing a potential design with others 
○ Discussing a debugging problem with others 
○ Looking on internet / Linux kernel source code for clarification 

● Not acceptable 
○ Under no circumstances copying code is acceptable 
○ No transfer/sharing of code from one team to another 

This is not an exhaustive list. We will deal such issues on a case by case basis 
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Recap: From this lecture 
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● Understand: The difference between storage and memory is blurring

● You should know what is NVM 

● You should know flash internals, and how they differ from HDDs 

● What are SLC, MLC and TLC flash cells, what do they offer 

● What is an FTL (the idea of an SSD-internal mapping) 

● What are LBAs and PBAs 

● What is Optane memory  

● General performance ballpark numbers of NVM technologies 
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